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The topic of homeland security includes a broad array of missions and mission areas ranging from national missile defense to military assistance to civil authorities. Recently the topic has attracted a great deal of attention due to the public's heightened awareness of the variety and nature of emerging threats and of the United States' vulnerabilities to them.

This monograph, written by Lieutenant Colonel Antulio J. Echevarria II, grew out of a tasking by the Army Staff to investigate the Army's role in homeland security from a strategic, rather than a legal or procedural perspective. The author achieves this perspective by placing homeland security missions within the larger spectrum of operations. In so doing, he exposes potential problem areas—missions requiring more or different force structure than that already available—for further action by the Army. He also recommends that the Army consider alternative force-sizing metrics that include, as a minimum, the “high-end” homeland security identified in the study.
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Throughout our nation’s history, the U.S. Army and its sister Services have readily responded to the Constitutional requirement “to insure domestic Tranquility and provide for the common defence.” That requirement has obliged U.S. forces to conduct a broad range of missions from the suppression of sedition, as in the Whiskey Rebellion of 1794, to the reconquest of U.S. territories, as in the Second World War. However, global economic changes, the rapid advance of information technologies, and the increasing proliferation of long-range missiles and weapons of mass destruction (WMD) recently have added new dimensions to the requirement to protect the homeland. Accordingly, political and military leaders have begun to voice concerns about America’s growing vulnerability and what should be done about it. It is both timely and appropriate, therefore, for the U.S. Army to reexamine the issue of homeland defense and to assess whether it possesses the necessary resources to perform its homeland security (HLS) missions while carrying out its other responsibilities under the national security and national military strategies.

This monograph approaches homeland security as a strategic issue, examining the Army’s capacity to accomplish its HLS missions under the current force-sizing metric and war planning requirement to fight two simultaneous (or nearly simultaneous) major theater wars (MTWs). Little agreement exists over whether the Services have sufficient forces to execute two MTWs even without the additional—and still difficult to quantify—requirements associated with HLS. Furthermore, despite much debate about the future of U.S. national security strategy and much rhetoric about the vulnerabilities of the homeland, little of the work done to date on alternative strategies actually addresses the requirement to protect the
To assist the Department of Defense (DoD) in identifying requirements and assigning priorities for HLS, the Army should establish a force-sizing metric for its HLS missions, particularly its high-end missions (defined later).

Assumptions.

This monograph makes two fundamental assumptions. First, the United States will remain engaged in the world for the foreseeable future. As a result, its national security strategy of “Engagement” and its national military strategy of “Shape, Respond, Prepare Now” will remain unchanged in principle, even if the terms and priorities are altered.

Second, if U.S. national culture and historical traditions are any indication, Americans will demand a domestic environment in which their homeland is secure, but civil authority and liberties remain intact and security measures are transparent. Accordingly, the U.S. military will perform the bulk of its HLS missions as the supporting rather than the lead federal agency and may have to comply with fairly restrictive rules of engagement.

A New Threat Environment.

With the ending of the Cold War and the emergence of a new technological revolution, the threat environment has changed. A number of regional powers, states of concern, and transnational groups already possess limited, if asymmetric, means capable of challenging the interests of the United States abroad and those of its allies. Intelligence estimates indicate, for instance, that ballistic missiles will continue to proliferate over the next few decades. More than 25 countries currently possess ballistic missiles, though only two, Russia and China, have intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) capable of reaching the United States. However, China’s missile arsenal will probably increase significantly in the next decade. Furthermore, as the report of the Commission to Assess the Ballistic Missile Threat to the United States (the
Rumsfeld report) concluded, within 5 years North Korea and Iran (and Iraq in 10 years) will have the capability to target the United States with ICBMs armed with conventional and unconventional warheads. Conceivably, by 2010, any one of these states and a score of others could issue a “stay at home or else” ultimatum to the U.S. National Command Authority (NCA), thereby effectively threatening the nation’s ability to protect its interests overseas.

In addition, cruise missiles—which vary in type from relatively inexpensive unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to million-dollar-per-copy Tomahawks—have proliferated enormously in recent years. Approximately 19 nations currently produce cruise missiles of some type, while more than 75 countries possess them. Often referred to as the “poor-man’s air force,” cruise missiles are much cheaper to develop and easier to conceal than ballistic missiles. They can also carry payloads similar to those of ballistic missiles, but can deliver them with greater effectiveness because of their ability to make multiple passes. Intelligence estimates project a market of some 7,000 cruise missiles of the land-attack type by 2010, not counting Chinese or American purchases. These missiles can be concealed in and launched from standard shipping containers. U.S. ports typically handle 13,000,000 shipping containers annually, but only a fraction of these are inspected. On any given day, about 1,000 ships travel the Atlantic Ocean, making it difficult to determine which vessel (or vessels) might launch, or had launched, a cruise missile against a U.S. target. To date, the major sea and air ports of the United States lie virtually unprotected from an attack by land- or sea-launched cruise missiles.

Furthermore, assessments conducted by the United States Commission on National Security/21st Century (Hart-Rudman Commission) and the National Commission on Terrorism (Bremer Commission) point out that America remains vulnerable to a large-scale terrorist attack. While the total number of terrorist incidents in the United States
has declined from a high of 51 in 1982 to a low of 3 in 1996, the overall lethality of terrorism worldwide has risen from an average of 1,200 casualties during 1987-94 to more than 3,500 during 1995-97. Intelligence projections, such as Global Trends 2015, suggest that this trend will continue. What’s more, some political leaders have expressed concern that large-scale domestic terrorism has already begun—as evidenced by the Oklahoma City bombing—and that extremist organizations like the Order and the Aryan Resistance are planning more attacks. Domestic terrorism thus poses at least as serious a threat to U.S. citizens as the international brand, perhaps more.

Moreover, international and domestic terrorists appear to have grown more radical in their aims and methods. During the Cold War, international terrorists typically executed limited attacks so as not to undermine external political and financial support for their causes. Today, however, a number of international and domestic terrorist organizations seem motivated by revenge or apocalyptic fears, and seem bent on inflicting as many casualties as possible. Some international terrorists, such as Osama bin Laden and his al-Qaeda organization, have achieved a considerable degree of fiscal and political independence and are thus less concerned that mass-casualty attacks would alienate their supporters. Hence, terrorist attacks in general have expanded in scale, as evidenced by the 1993 bombing of the World Trade Center, which was expected to yield some 60,000 casualties. Consequently, while the total number of terrorist incidents worldwide has declined over the years, intelligence estimates indicate that the overall likelihood of a terrorist attack in the United States involving a WMD has actually increased.

Additionally, nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons have proliferated despite Congress’ Cooperative Threat Reduction program with Russia, and the presence of such arms control regimes as the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) and Biological Weapons Convention (BWC). Russia’s inability to maintain accurate accountability of all
of its WMD remains a source of concern; and Iran, Iraq, Libya, and North Korea, among others, continue to increase their chemical and biological stockpiles despite, in some cases, being signatories to one or both of these conventions. A WMD attack, whether delivered overtly by missiles or covertly by other means, could result not only in massive casualties, disruption or degradation of information infrastructures, contamination of public health systems and foodstuffs, and degraded response capabilities, but also in economic damage, loss of strategic world position, social-psychological damage, and undesirable political change.21

Finally, one must consider the potential menace to U.S. information systems posed by cyber attacks. The number of documented computer intrusion events has increased from 1,334 in all of 1993 to 8,800 in the first 6 months of 2000.22 The Computer Security Institute estimates that computer crime in the United States doubled in 1999, causing nearly $10B in financial losses.23 Because the sectors of the critical infrastructure of the United States—information and communications, vital human services, energy, physical distribution networks (e.g., waterways, bridges), and banking and finance—are becoming increasingly tied together electronically, cyber attacks can have a devastating effect on them as well. The Presidential Commission on Critical Infrastructure Protection assessed the vital human services and information and communications sectors as highly vulnerable to computer attack. The energy, physical distribution, and banking and finance sectors were classified as either well-protected or relatively resilient to an attack.24 Nonetheless, as the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency testified before Congress in February 2000, the foreign cyber threat continues to grow. More than one dozen countries, including Russia and the People’s Republic of China, have developed or are developing the means to launch strategic-level cyber attacks.25
Today's threat environment reflects the influences of a faster-paced and more interconnected world. In this environment, the traditional notion that "a threat = capabilities x intentions" remains valid, but requires more emphasis on potential threats than previously. Few of those states or nonstate actors that might wish to do the United States harm currently possess the capability to do so. Yet, even a slight increase in the rate of proliferation of long-range missile technologies and WMD means that our adversaries can acquire that capability sooner than we expect, perhaps sooner than we can implement countermeasures. In addition, computer "glitches" such as the Y2K bug possess no intent at all, but can nonetheless undermine national security when they become active. Accordingly, policymakers must now focus as much on possibilities as on probabilities, as much on vulnerabilities as on threats. Put differently, an effective homeland defense might require treating vulnerabilities as seriously as confirmed threats under the traditional reckoning.26

**Definition of HLS and Mission Areas.**

The U.S. Government needs to develop a comprehensive definition of HLS to provide a uniform basis for coordinating the efforts of all federal agencies and for deriving mission areas, tasks, and responsibilities for each. Remarkably, however, HLS has not yet been authoritatively defined, either at the interagency level or by the defense community.27 Part of the reason for this is the disagreement over whether the definition should address only the requirement to "deter and defend against foreign and domestic threats" or whether it should encompass "all hazards," including natural and man-made disasters. Some views, such as those offered by RAND Arroyo, favor the former—a more circumscribed definition—because it provides a clear distinction between "military activities" and the "activities of civilian organizations."28 They argue that such distinctions will reduce damage to the military's image, which could suffer harm if it is perceived as doing...
either too little or too much. Unfortunately, definitional clarity will not necessarily preclude misperceptions of whether the military has actually done too little or too much in any particular HLS situation. Furthermore, a circumscribed definition tends to make the problem fit the tools available; and would thus not help expose potential organizational or procedural weaknesses in the ways the U.S. Government and the Joint community propose to protect the homeland.

In the absence of an authoritative definition, the Army has rightly developed and tentatively approved the following “all-hazards” definition in its HLS: Strategic Planning Guidance (Draft dated Jan. 8, 2001):

Protecting our territory, population, and infrastructure at home by deterring, defending against, and mitigating the effects of all threats to US sovereignty; supporting civil authorities in crisis and consequence management; and helping to ensure the availability, integrity, survivability, and adequacy of critical national assets.

Such a definition avoids dividing national security into “domestic” and “overseas” concerns and thereby helps preserve unity of effort in the execution of the national security and national military strategies. Second, it assists in reducing the potentially disruptive impact of an incident in which it is not clear whether hostile intent is involved by enabling the creation of a single chain of command appropriate for either situation. Finally, it facilitates the establishment of priorities and the allocation of resources.

This definition supports the following missions or mission areas described in the draft HLS Strategic Planning Guidance:

- Land Defense. The Army objective under Land Defense is to be prepared to participate as part of the joint force executing plans for the defense of the United States and its territories.
• Responding to Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and High-yield Explosive (CBRNE) Incidents. The Army objective in responding to CBRNE incidents is to organize, equip, and train units to timely, effectively and efficiently support the Lead Federal Agency in its efforts to: (1) reduce the vulnerabilities to CBRNE incidents; and (2) manage the consequences of CBRNE incidents.

• National Missile Defense (NMD). In the near-to-mid term the Army's objective is to perform those actions necessary to ensure the successful testing, deployment and operation of a land-based NMD system. The purpose of the NMD system as currently envisioned is to provide protection against limited ballistic missile attacks targeted at the United States. This protection will be achieved through integration of the NMD system elements with Integrated Tactical Warning and Attack Assessment (ITW/AA). The Army's Operational Concept for NMD can be found in TRADOC PAM 525-82.

• Combatting Terrorism. The Army objective under Combatting Terrorism is to provide training, staffing and equipment resources and services to support domestic emergencies consistent with national security priorities, Federal Response Plan criteria, and U.S. Code dealing with employment of military forces within the United States.

• Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP). Protecting and defending critical infrastructure, including information and information systems. Army support will likely consist of equipment and forces to prevent the loss of, or to assist in restoring, telecommunications, electric power, gas and oil, banking and finance, transportation, water, emergency services, and government continuity. The Army objective under CIP is to develop a capability to ensure the availability, integrity, survivability, and adequacy of those assets deemed critical to the United States.

• Information Operations (IO). The Army objective under IO is to provide information operations in support of HLS efforts. Information operations are defined as
defensive and offensive operations taken to affect adversary information and information systems while defending one's own information and information systems. While there are situations where a retaliatory IO offensive strike directed at an external entity might be undertaken to stop an ongoing attack, the general expectation is that HLS IO missions will be defensive in nature.

- Military Assistance to Civil Authorities (MACA). The Army objective under MACA is to provide essential support, services, assets, or specialized resources to help civil authorities deal with situations beyond their capabilities. MACA includes all of the actions that can be taken under the disaster-related Military Support to Civil Authorities (MSCA).

As this list reveals, the Army’s HLS missions span a broad spectrum. In addition, they take place in parallel with other activities reflected in the Army’s Spectrum of Operations. As Figure 1 illustrates, the Army’s HLS missions correspond to low- and high-end operations based on their frequency and magnitude. For example, Environmental Operations, which are often high in frequency but low in magnitude, correspond with the left or low-end of the spectrum. Last year’s fire-fighting activities in the northwestern United States were significant events for the soldiers involved, but those activities did not tax the Army’s (or DoD’s) resources to the degree that a WMD attack would have.

By contrast, operations at the right end of the spectrum tend to occur less frequently, if at all, but demand more resources, and often of a specific kind. The exception to this rule is Domestic Relief, which can occur anywhere along the spectrum depending upon the size of the incident. As a general rule, then, those incidents with the lowest probability of occurrence could result in the most severe consequences and, accordingly, would require the greatest amount of resources.
It is doubtful that most low-end HLS missions would prevent the Army from executing a two-MTW scenario. However, it is almost certain that some high-end HLS missions would. A WMD incident, for example, could require sufficient resources to halt or interrupt the flow of forces from the continental United States (CONUS) and thereby seriously affect the commander-in-chiefs' (CINC)s war plans. Since defense officials currently assess the risk to U.S. forces as “moderate” for the first MTW and “high” for the second, any disruptions in the flow of forces would compound an already acute strategic dilemma.

As a minimum, therefore, the Army should develop a HLS force-sizing metric for its high-end missions, specifically its WMD and NMD missions (and possibly Domestic Relief, though it is not clear under what circumstances it would cause the NCA to halt the flow of forces overseas). Moreover, the process of developing such a metric would help the Army (and the defense establishment at large) to refine the full range of potential HLS missions, develop planning factors, assess requirements, identify
areas of possible conflict between HLS and warfighting missions, and determine how to develop a force to fit the metric.\textsuperscript{29}

A Force-sizing Metric for HLS.

WMD. It is difficult to forecast with precision the number and type of resources a WMD incident would require. The variables involved are too numerous and diverse for hard-and-fast rules. Planners at Joint Forces Command Task Force for Civil Support (JTF-CS) have nonetheless used the best information available from the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) to develop draft “playbooks” that offer an estimate of the resources required to respond to three possible high-end events: the detonation of a 10KT nuclear device; a persistent chemical strike; or the discharge of a high-yield explosive device.\textsuperscript{30}

By these estimates, the resources required to respond to the detonation of a 10KT nuclear device include: four (light) infantry battalions; five medical companies; three chemical battalions; three engineer construction battalions; three military police companies; four ground transportation battalions; an aviation group; three direct support maintenance battalions; and two general support maintenance battalions. Resources required to respond to a persistent chemical strike or to an incident involving the detonation of high-yield explosives would amount to some 30 percent of those required for a 10KT nuclear event. While these numbers might appear small, it is important to remember that the loss of even a single medical, chemical, or signal element can render larger units non-mission capable for the prosecution of an MTW.

Naturally, a combination of incidents would require more resources. However, that amount might not equal the simple sum of resources required for each incident. A combination of incidents could well produce a negative synergy that would require more resources. Yet, it might
also result in a reduced resource demand overall depending upon the timing and proximity of the events.

Since an infinite number of scenarios are possible, the Army requires a force-sizing metric that balances resources and requirements within acceptable risk parameters. The Probability-Severity Matrix included as Figure 2 represents one possible framework for such a force-sizing metric. Cross-indexing the probability of an event with its anticipated severity produces a Probability-Severity Index (SI) that can also serve as a resource baseline. For instance, an SI equal to one 10KT incident (the detonation of a nuclear device the size of a 55 gallon drum) reflects probability of occurrence that is greater than that of a 15KT incident, but lower in severity.

The Army might, for example, consider establishing a force-sizing metric capable of addressing an SI of 2x10KT events, which would accommodate any number of scenarios in which one or two nuclear devices are brought into the United States covertly. A scenario involving three or more devices suggests that the perpetrators have access to considerable resources—not only weapons but also means of transportation and concealment—and that they have planned a well-coordinated assault. In such a case, the United States would probably be engaged in a war for national survival in which “all bets are off” and the National Command Authority would likely direct all resources against the perpetrators, assuming they could be identified. In addition, a resource baseline capable of addressing 2x10KT events would enable the Army to respond to several incidents, such as a 1x15KT or 1x22KT incident, or approximately 3x1KT nuclear incidents, or three biological or chemical attacks.

NMD. Ideally, NMD would include a robust, multi-layered defensive system consisting of space, air, sea, and land weapons capable of long-range—strategic—defense as well as shorter-range—theater—defense. Although it seems clear that the United States will erect
some form of NMD, support for it is far from unanimous, for technical and political reasons.

**Probability-Severity Index**

![Probability-Severity Index Diagram]

**Figure 2.**

The technical argument, presented by such outspoken critics as Dr. Theodore Postol, is that the technology does not exist (and probably never will) to enable an interceptor to distinguish a real missile from the chaff or decoys that inevitably accompany it. However, experts at the U.S. Space and Missile Defense Command have successfully refuted this argument by showing that Postol’s claims pertained to an obsolete version of interceptor technology.32

The political argument for not building an NMD, proffered most conspicuously by Russia and China, is that implementation will cause an expensive and dangerous arms race, or have an otherwise destabilizing influence worldwide.33 However, this is a specious argument. An arms race is essentially already underway as evidenced by the proliferation of missile technology. An NMD, which is a
defensive system, not an offensive one, and presumably can be extended to our friends and allies, serves as a necessary counterweight to the dangers inherent in proliferation. In a manner of speaking, it represents a “threat” primarily to those states inclined to use their offensive missile capabilities to threaten others. Rather than exerting a destabilizing influence, in fact, NMD could contribute to maintaining or restoring peace and stability by precluding a “state of concern” from using its ballistic missiles to deter the United States or its allies from intervening in a regional crisis.

Another component of NMD is a shorter-range antimissile system capable of defeating cruise missiles. Such a system would also meet some requirements for force protection as well as the defense of critical infrastructure. The type and number of systems required would naturally depend upon a careful analysis of such factors as mission, enemy, troops, terrain, and time (METT-T). Excluding the understandable desire to provide an anti-missile shield over every major U.S. port or city, the defense of only critical ports and airfields along the east, west, and Gulf coasts, and the Great Lakes would still require a large number of systems. For example, some 147 Nike-Ajax and Nike-Hercules air-defense sites were constructed in the United States during the Cold War.34

To be sure, the Army’s force-sizing metric will also have to include the other HLS mission areas. However, those most likely to have an impact on the force structure necessary for the U.S. military to execute 2MTWs are WMD and NMD.

Developing a HLS Force.

Once the Army has developed a force-sizing metric for HLS, it will need to examine the options available for filling that metric. Two of the more popular options are described below:
1. Add HLS as a “third MTW” to the current two-MTW force-sizing metric and assign high-end missions to an appropriate number of Army National Guard (ARNG) divisions (along with full-time soldiers as necessary).

2. Convert the current two-MTW force-sizing metric into one overseas MTW (or multiple smaller-scale contingencies) and one within CONUS for HLS missions.

Option 1 has the advantage of maintaining a larger force for deterring aggression or, if necessary, for defeating an adversary quickly and decisively. It also retains more forces for executing smaller-scale contingencies abroad—which many strategists claim will characterize the strategic environment for the foreseeable future—and reducing the excessively high operational tempo for the Army overall. In addition, it reduces the risk that unforeseen crises would draw units away from transformation. Furthermore, the stability that most ARNG units enjoy would enable their personnel to become well-established in their communities and develop critical working relationships with local law enforcement, fire departments, paramedics, and other emergency response organizations. (In many cases, ARNG and Reserve personnel are also local “first-responders” and that could pose a challenge unless planned for beforehand.) Such relationships can aid communications efforts among responding authorities and help reduce the inevitable fog and friction that would attend a major incident.

However, reequipping an appropriate number of full-time ARNG divisions for WMD response and missile defense of the homeland will require substantial additional funds. The Army would also have to de-conflict any warfighting missions that might already have been assigned to some of those units.

Option 2 comes in a variety of forms. Fundamentally, it has much in common with any option—such as focusing on smaller-scale contingencies—that calls for scaling back the number of MTWs the U.S. armed forces must address, or eliminating them altogether. Overall, this option has the
advantage of directing more resources toward HLS without increasing the total amount of defense spending. It is possible that this option would even allow for further reductions in force structure, thereby freeing funds for redirection to other federal agencies so as to increase border security, drug interdiction activities, and critical infrastructure protection.

However, it has significant disadvantages in that it reduces U.S. influence overseas, as well as U.S. ability to deter war or to fight more than one major conflict at a time. This option would require changing U.S. strategy to "win-hold-win" and thus would mean placing more emphasis on (and ultimately more funding in) Halt-phase operations to stop an aggressor’s advance in one theater while a friendly counteroffensive takes place in another. Yet, as the results of the Kosovo campaign indicate, one-dimensional operations—which currently characterize the Halt-phase concept—entail a high degree of risk and tend to produce ambiguous results. In short, option 2 trades flexibility in crisis response for better protection at home.\textsuperscript{36}

In sum, each option would cause defense planners and strategists to address HLS and national security as a single, integrated activity. Each would also place the desired emphasis on HLS missions. However, only option 1 permits the United States to address high-end HLS missions while retaining its present capability to deter war and to fight and win two conflicts simultaneously.

At the same time, this comparison illustrates that the two-MTW force-sizing metric has outlived its usefulness.\textsuperscript{37} The two-MTW metric fails to capture, for example, the requirements for HLS, not to mention those associated with other missions, such as peacetime engagement. The Army should consider whether another metric would enable it to quantify and communicate its force structure requirements more accurately.

Clearly, HLS requirements must be imbedded in whatever overall force-sizing metric is chosen. In any case,
the major conclusion of this monograph—that the Army needs to develop a HLS force-sizing metric—remains valid even if the overall two-MTW force-sizing metric is changed.

**Recommendations.**

In summary, this monograph recommends that the Army do the following:

- Consider alternative force-sizing metrics that include high-end HLS missions as a minimum;
- Advocate development of an NMD system to include defense against cruise missiles;
- Continue to emphasize the importance of HLS in the development of national security and national military strategies.

Whether and to what extent the United States is attacked in the future will depend a great deal upon how its potential adversaries perceive the measures taken to defend it. If prudent steps have been taken, fewer opportunities will exist for harm, and the United States will find itself in a better position to mitigate the effects of harm should it occur.
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